The following experiments with rbc juice and stroma were undertaken to answer two questions : 
serum-protein serum and a blood-group specific serum ? 2. Can anti-rbc serum (such as antiRh serum, and anti-M&N fluids) be prepared from debris instead of whole cells which may not be compatible with the blood of the animal injected ?
The first question is of medico-legal importance and the second of considerable immunological interest. The answer to both the questions was in the affirmative.
The coloured rbc juice Reaction with ordinary anti-sera (anti-serumprotein sera).?Human rbc were washed in three changes of saline. The saline from the last washing did not react with the anti-human serum.
The packed deposit was haemolysed with nine volumes of distilled water, the contact lasting over twelve hours at ice box temperature ( (Sutherland, 1907 (Sutherland, , 1910 Dean, 1931; Lloyd, 1935) .
Sheep and monkey rbc similarly treated also gave negative reactions with their respective anti-sera.
Reaction with blood-group specific serum.? The 1 in 10 suspensions in water of the waterdamaged human rbc showed distinct clumping on the slide with equal volumes of the homologous sera (containing the appropriate isonin-?isohfemagglutinin) before filtration but none after filtration. This is in accordance with the observation ascribing the clumping to the stroma present (Wiener, 1939) in the fluid which was believed to be a lysate (Dold and Rosenberger; Ottensooser and Zurukzoglu, quoted by Wiener).
The conclusions emerge that the specificity of the serum protein and that of the isogen (isohsemagglutinogen) do not go beyond the stroma of the rbc.
The specificity of the hemoglobin. This has been established (Hektoen and Schulhof, 1922 and .) It 
